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Abstract. In [7] the author has given an exposition of the theory of invariants of binary
forms in terms of a particular version of Classical lnvariant Theory. Reflection shows that
many aspects of the development apply also to n-ary forms. The purpose of this paper is
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1. (GL., GLm)-duality
1.1: By a Young Diagram D we understand a sequence ml/> m 2 >i ... of decreasing,
non-negative integers, only finitely many of which are non-zero. We write D = D(nQ.
The sum
[ D I - ~ m,

(1)

i>0

is the size of D, and the integer k such that mk > 0 = mk+ 1 is the depth of D.
1.2: It is explained in many places (for example [13], [22], [24]) that a certain family
of irreducible representations of GLn(C), the "polynomial" representations, are
parametrized by Young Diagrams of depth at most n. Denote by ~o the representation
of GL~(C) parametrized by the Young Diagram D. The determinant character detn
of GL,(C) corresponds to the diagram D(I"), for which mi = 1 for i ~< n and ml = 0 for
i > n. Every representation of GLn(C) can be obtained from the polynomial ones by
tensoring with negative powers of detn.
1.3: Consider the tensor product C n | C m. We have an action of GLn(C) on C ~| C ~
induced by the standard action on C ~. Similarly the action of GL,(C) on C m gives
us an action on Cn| C". These actions of GLn and of GLm on C~| C m clearly
commute with one another, so we have a joint action of GLn x GL, on C n | C ".
Let S(C ~) denote the symmetric algebra on C ~. It is standard [18] that the action
of GLn on C gives rise to an action of GLn on S(C") by algebra automorphisms. In
the situation of the previous paragraph we can consider the restriction of the action
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of GL.m(C) on S ( C " |
to GL. x GL,.. For this action, we have an explicit
decomposition of S(C"| C m) into irreducible modules:
S(C n | C m) ---

~.

o7, @ a~.

(2)

depth(D) ~<min(n,m)

This decomposition is well-known, sometimes only implicitly, by various names to
various people: [1], [25], [5], [14], [24]. In some sense it is implicit in power series
identities going back to Cauchy. From the viewpoint of this author, formula (2) is
the simplest case of the duality correspondence for a reductive dual pair [8], [9]. We
will refer to the decomposition (2), and the implied correspondence tr~ ,--~o~o of
representations of GL~ and GLm, as (GL~, GLm)-duality.
We remark that (GL., GLt)-duality amounts to the very familiar decomposition of
$(C ") into its homogeneous components, which are simply the various symmetric
powers of Cn:

5(C") - s S'(C").

(3)

/=0

Here St(C ") indicates the/-th symmetric power of C". It is an irreducible module for
GL~.

2. Reciprocity laws for tensor products and for plethysm
From the viewpoint of [8], a key feature of the decomposition (2) is that the irreducible
subspaces for GL, x GLm can be characterized either by their behaviour under GL n
or by their behaviour under GL~. Thus the aT,-isotypic subspace for GLn acting on
~(C"@ C m) is the irreducible GL, x GLm-module o"o@ a~, which is also the a~-isotypic
subspace for the action of GLm. (For the decomposition (3) this duality consists
in characterizing the irreducible GL.-modules S~(C") as the "homogeneous symmetric
tensors of degree l". The term "homogeneous" refers to the action of the scalar
subgroup GL 1 ~_ GL,: "homogeneous of degree /" means the eigenspace for the
character (deh) z of GL 1.) Such a situation gives rise to reciprocity laws. Frobenius
Reciprocity in the general theory of group representations is of this nature, as is the
"symbolic method" of Classical Invariant Theory. We have noted some reciprocity
laws in the context of dual pairs in [7] and [10]. Here we will describe some reciprocity
laws relevant to the problems of decomposing tensor products and plethysm.
2.1: We first extend Remark 4.3.3.10 of [7], and give the proof. Fix n, and consider
Young Diagrams D i, 1 ~< i ~< l, of depths kl, with k i ~< n. Consider the tensor product
1-I(D 1,92

n

.....

n

n

D3 = ao, | ao2 @"" | ao,.

(4)

We want to decompose I-[(Di) into irreducible representations. In particular if ~ is
another irreducible representation of GL,, we would like to know the multiplicity
dim Hom (a~, l-I(D1 ..... D3) aL" = #(E; D 1..... Dr)
with which a~ occurs in I-I(Di).

(5)
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Choose integers m~ with ml >~ki. Then the (GL, x GL~.)-module
ao, | m i is the
a~,-isotypic component of the GL. action on S(C"|
and is likewise the
a~i-isotypic component for the action of GLr,,. Thus the tensor product
n

rat

m2

,.~

n
n
- (~ro,
| cry2
|

=

n

n
ml
@ ao,)
| (~r~,
|

1, 9 9 9 Oz

ml
| ~ro,)

(6)

ao,

is characterizable as the ((~)cr~',)-isotypic component for the action of

]--IGL.,

on

(~)S(C"|

i

i

On the other hand, the obvious identification
~/C"'-~C m, m=~mi,i

(7)

obtained by stacking the mi-tuples of the various C m' consecutively in one long column
of length m, yields a natural isomorphism

(~)~(c"| c-,)~_~(c"| cm).

(8)

Further the identification (7) yields an embedding

1-IGL,,, ~ GLm.

(9)

Here I-IGL,., is identified to the "block diagonal" subgroup of GLm consisting of
i

geGL,, which preserve the decomposition (7) of C m. These identifications allow us
to describe I-I(D~)| ((~)o~oi) as the ((~)~r~',)-isotypic subspace of $(C" | cm) under
the action of the subgroup 1-I GLm, of GL~,.
i

Returning to consideration of the GL. action, we observe that I-[(Di)|
is also of course invariant under GL,. We consider its decomposition into irreducible
GL.-modules. We can describe this as

I-I(D,)|

9

a

~- ~,I~(E;D, ..... D,)a~|
s

ao,

0o)
Since the ~-isotypic subspace of 5(C"| C m) is equally the a~-isotypic subspace, we
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see that the summand

isotrp su pa o ort restri t o oft eropreson at on
a~ to l-IGLm,. In particular we have the following reciprocity law.
i

PROPOSITION

The multiplicity
dim Hom a"E~

17Di

of the irreducible representation tr~eof GLn in the l-fold tensor product of representations
a~o, is equal to the multiplicity
dim Hom crm
E~

m,
GDi

of the representation

(~r"~i of H --~ GL,~,
i

i

in the restriction to the subgroup I-I GLm, of the irreducible representation tr~ of GL m.
i

2.2: Remarks:
(a) More or less the observation of Proposition 2.1 has also been made by Klink and
Ton-That [16]. As they point out, the (GL n, GLm)-duality can be used to get much
finer information than just multiplicities.
(b) When l = 2, the multiplicities/z(E; D1, D2) are known as Littlewood-Richardson
coefficients and have been described combinatorially [21], [13]. If one knows how
to describe two-fold tensor products, then/-fold tensor products may be decomposed
by an obvious recursive procedure. However, the all-in-one description of multiplicities
afforded by Proposition 2.1 may sometimes be advantageous 9 We note that a
combinatorial description of the restriction of a~ to [-IGLm, is given in [19].
(c) We are principally interested here in the case when each ~r~, is simply a symmetric
power SP'(Cn). For this case the reciprocity of w takes a particularly simple form,
which we will make explicit9
Let A = A n ~ GL, be the standard maximal torus:

A=

(Ia: ~
9 an

1

= t(at, a2 ..... a~), aieC* 9

(11)
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The map t(al . . . . . a,)~(a~,a2 ..... an) sending an element of A to the n-tuple of its
diagonal entries defines an isomorphism of groups between A and (GLO". Since A
is abelian, its irreducible rational representations are all one-dimensional, and are
identifiable with rational characters. These have the form
(12)

Op:t(al ..... a , l ~ a lP l a2P 2 , "aPn",

where p = (Pl,P2 ..... p.) is an n-tuple of integers.
If, in the discussion of w2.1 we take each a~, to be a symmetric power SP'(C"), then
we may take each ml to be 1. Then we will have
l

m= ~ mi=l,

and

i=1

]--IGLr,,=AI,
i

the standard maximal torus in GL t. Thus Proposition 2.1 reduces to the following
statement.
13. COROLLARY
I

The multiplicity of a representation a~ of GL, in a tensor product (~)SP'(C ~) is
i=1

equal to the multiplicity of the character ~ p, p = (Pl ..... Pt) of the maximal torus A t ~_ GL~
in the representation ~ of GLt.
(d) Theorem 7.6F, page 207, in [24], properly read, is essentially equivalent to
Corollary 13. The Corollary may also be gleaned from [20], formula (6.4; 6), page
104, which is attributed to Kostka.
(e) The multiplicities of characters of A~in representations of GL~ is about as standard
technology as exists in the subject of representation theory. In particular, one has
the formulas of Freudenthal and of Kostant [12] for such multiplicities. Also there
are combinatorial descriptions (Kostka, Gelfand-Zetlin [25], [13]) of bases for the
Areigenspaces. In this sense Corollary 13 is a solution to the problem of decomposing
~ ) SP'(C"). On the other hand, the actual computation of these multiplicities is not
i=1

entirely unproblematic. See w3.5 for some examples.
2.3: We now discuss how to adapt Proposition 2.1 to describe plethysm. First let us
recall what plethysm is.
The basis for plethysm is Schur Duality [24], [25], [21], which we will recall briefly.
Schur Duality is the description of the decomposition into irreducible representations
for GL. of the/-fold tensor power (C") | = Tt(C ") of C ~. We observe that there is an
action of the symmetric group St on Tt(C"), by permutation of the factors in the
tensor product:

~(vx|174174174174174

vieC",

r~eSt.

(14)

This action of S~ obviously commutes with GL,, so we have a joint action of GL, x St
on T~(C"). Schur Duality says that as GL, x St module we have

T'(C") =

y~
IDI = t
depth(D) ~<n

~|

(15)
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where D ~ Jo is a certain parametrization of the irreducible representations of S t by
the Young Diagrams of size I.
It follows from decomposition (15) that the irreducible polynomial representations
of GL,, can be distinguished by how their realizations in Tt(C ") transform under St. In
other words, irreducible polynomial representations of GL, can be described as tensors
having certain symmetry properties--as symmetry classes of tensors in short.
Furthermore, this description depends only on the Young Diagram, not on n, so in
fact the irreducible representations of GL, can be regarded as arising by the
performance of certain functorial constructions on C". These functorial constructions
are again labelled by Young Diagrams. In honour of this elevation of the representations tr~ to the status of functors, we will denote them by S~
More precisely,
we will denote by S~ ") a space of tensors of the symmetry class defined by
D. It will be understood to carry a canonical structure of GL,-module, giving a
realization of try. If depth (D) exceeds n, then S~ ") = {0}.
In this setting, the problem of plethysm may be stated: compute the composition
of two of these functors. That is we want to find the irreducible decomposition of
(SEoS~

") = Se(SO(C"))

(16)

for two Young Diagrams D, E.
2.4: We will develop a reciprocity law for describing the plethysm (16). We assume
that n t> depth (D). Choose m >t depth (D). Then S~ ") | S~ ") is a summand of
S(C"| C"). Let l be the size of the Young Diagram E. Then Tt(S~174 S~
Tt(S~
| Tt(S~
is a subspace of Tt(S(C" | C")) "-~S((C ~| C") t) ~ S(C" | (Cm)t).
Furthermore Tt(S~174
Tt(S~
is characterized as the (o~o)|
component
for the action of (GL,,,) t ~ GLIt on S(C" @ (C")t).
The symmetric group St acts on (CS)t by permuting the copies of C m. This action
normalizes (GL,,) t inside GL,,,t. It is easy to check that, in fact, the normalizer of(GL=)t
inside GL,,,t is precisely the semidirect product
St @ (GLm)1

The representation (try)| of (GLr,,)t is stable under conjugation by St. There is a
unique extension of (a~) | to a representation of St|
t such that St leaves
fixed all tensors of the form y|
y|174 ...|
(/-factors), y~S~
Denote this
representation by (a~)t0. From the general theory of group representations (Clifford
Theory [2]) we know that every representation of St(~(GLm) t which restricts to
a multiple of (o~o)| on (GL,,,)t has the form (a~)t0 |
where E is a Young Diagram
of size l, and JE is the corresponding representation of St. Let us write
(a~)tt) | Je --- amD , E "

(17)

Return now to consideration of the space Tt(SD(C")| S~
Fix a vector y in
SD(Cm). Then the subspace Tt(S~174 (if') of Tt(S~ ") | S~
is invariant under
GL. and under St. It is clear that the action of GL. on Tt(S~174174
is simply
(~o) ~'. (This is an inner tensor product: a representation of GL., not (GL.)t). We have
not distinguished notationally between this inner tensor product and the outer tensor
product (a~) | which was a representation of the/-fold product (GLm)t, rather than
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its diagonal subgroup. We hope which' tensor product is meant will be clear from
context.) It is also clear that the action of St on T'(S~174
(y| is equivalent to the
standard action of St on Tt(S~
Thus we have a decomposition

T'(S~

| (Y|

"" ~ SE(S~

| Je.

(18)

IEI='

Combining this with our description (17) of the representations of St x (GLm)' , we find
a decomposition

T'(S~

| S~ ") ~_ ~ SE(S~

| am
D,E

(19)

IEI = '

of GL, x (St | (GLJ)-modules. In particular, since (18) is an isotypic decomposition
for the action of St, we see that

SE(S"(C")) | aT,,e
is the a~.r-isotypic component of S(C"|
t) under the action of St x ((GLm)t).
Combining this with the reasoning of w2.1, we arrive at the following conclusion.

PROPOSITION

Given Young Diagrams D, E and F, and an integer m, at least as large as depth (D),
the multiplicity
dim Horn (SF(Cn), SE(S~
with which Se(C ") occurs in Se(S~

)) ~ .
is equal to the multiplicity

dim Hom (a,/t, an r)n
with which the representation try, e of H = St|
t occurs in the restriction to
S, x (GLm)t of the representation tr"/t of GLint. Here l = IEI. The multiplicity will be
zero unless IF[ = IIDI.
2.5: We are especially interested in the case of Proposition 2.4 when D = {p} and
E = {l} have depth 1, i.e. the case of St(Sv(Cn)). Here we can choose m = 1. Then, as
in w Remark (c), we have (GL1) z ~- A t, the standard maximal torus in GLv Further
the representation (tr~p})| of At is simply the character ~{v,v..... v} in the notation of
(12). It is just the restriction to At of the character (det3 p of GLv Further the group
S t is simply the Weyl group of GLt, and the representation (tr~p})t0 is again simply
a character of St | At. (Note, however, it is not the restriction of (deh)n, unless p is
even.) Further (a~pl),) is the p-th power of the character (a~l})~0- Let us denote
this character by gt. Then
(a~p}).) = Zf and

(20)

we can enunciate the specialization of Proposition 2.4 to the case at hand as follows.
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21. COROLLARY

The multiplicity of
a'~ in

St(SP(C"))

(21)

is equal to the multiplicity with which the character zP of St | At occurs in the restriction
of ato to St|
Remarks:
(a) The plethysm St(SP(C")) is especially relevant to the classical problem of invariants
of n-ary forms. Indeed, up to questions of contragredience, which in this situation is
mostly a matter of taste, the problem of describing the invariants of a polynomial of
degree p in n variables is to find the SL, invariants in the symmetric algebra
s(s~(c")) = ~

s'(s.(c")).

I~>0

And the problem of describing the covariants is to find the full decomposition of
S(SP(C")). This amounts to computing the plethysms SI(S"(C")) for all L
(b) As people learned in the 19th century, the problem of computing St(SP(C")) is very
difficult--even if one only takes p = 2, and only looks for invariants. To ease their
task, the 19th century invariant theorists observed that S(S'(C")) sL" is an algebra (the
algebra of invariants of the n-ary p-it) and hoped to find a finite set of generators for
this algebra. Hilbert made history by showing that this was in principle always
possible. But it has proved daunting to do this in concrete instances, and has been
accomplished only in a short list of cases, even when n = 2.
The reciprocity law (21) introduces another algebra structure on the spaces St(SP(C)).
More precisely, the specialization of the decomposition (19) to the case of St(SP(C"))
shows that
St(Sv(C")) ~ S(C" | Ct) *f
is the ZJ'-isotypic component of S(C"| t) under the action of St|
is a one-dimensional representation of St | At, we see that the direct sum
S(C"| C') xf -~ ~ S'(SP(C"))
p~0

(22)
Since •t

(23)

p~>0

is a subalgebra of S(C" | Ct). As is explained in [7], the implicit use of this and closely
related algebras was an important technique in 19th century work on binary invariants.
(c) The two algebra structures described in the previous remark are related. Precisely,
we observe that
St(C0 = SI(St(C)) ~- S(C"| Ct) xl

(24)

sits inside the algebra (23) as the homogeneous component of smallest positive degree.
From the universal property of the symmetric algebra [18], we deduce an algebra
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homomorphism
(a)

~: 5(S'(C")) ~ ~ 5(C" | C') '~',

(25a)

p>0

which consists of maps between each pair of homogeneous components
(b)

~: SP(S'(C"))--, S'(S~(C")).

(25b)

When n > 2, it is not hard to see that the maps (25b) are all isomorphisms. This gives
a very precise version of Hermite Reciprocity [7].
For n > 2, the maps (25b) cannot always be isomorphisms. In a conversation with
the author, A. Garsia remarked that numerical evidence suggests that there should
exist a GL,-module embedding of SP(St(C")) into S~(S~(C")) when 1/> p. This conjecture
was also made in [4]. Thus perhaps it is reasonable to expect that the maps (25b)
should be injective if p ~< l, and surjective if I ~<p.

3. Computational considerations and examples
There exist algorithms for computing plethysms (see [1] and the references therein).
However, it is this author's understanding that the problem is still considered a
difficult one, in that the necessary computations increase rapidly with the size of the
partitions involved in the plethysm. This is probably an intrinsic feature of the problem.
However, it is conceivable that the reciprocity laws of w could be' useful in some
computations. In this section we will discuss some procedures based on the reciprocity laws for calculating multiplicities in symmetric plethysms, and give some
examples. In particular, we give the decomposition of St(SP(C")) for I = 2, 3, 4. The
cases l = 2, 3 are in [1], who attribute them to [23]. The case l = 4 is treated in [3].
Our formulas are more explicit.
3.1: Although there is a good deal of literature describing weight spaces for
representations of semisimple Lie groups (dimensions, and nice bases), this literature
is not well-adapted for computation of Weyl group actions. In particular, the standard
bases (given in terms of standard tableaux, or Gelfand-Zetlin data) do not transform
particularly nicely under the Weyl group. Nevertheless standard technology can be
brought to bear on the computation of S~oSp. We will discuss application of the
Schur-Weyl Character Formula, the Branching Laws, and Schur Orthogonality.
Consider a representation a~ of GL.. According to corollary (13) the multiplicity
of tr~ in Tt(SP(C")) is equal to the dimension of the A t eigenspace for the character
(dett) p of At in the representation a~ of GLt. Since this eigenspace can also be
characterized as the fixed points for the subgroup

At = AtNSL,
we will refer to it as the "zero weight space".
The symmetric group St (the Weyl group of GLz) acts on the zero weight space of
t~o. Corollary (21) says that the multiplicity of tr~ in St(SP(C ")) is equal to the dimension
of the space of St-invariant vectors in the zero weight space.
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One way to compute the dimension of the St invariants in the zero weight space
is by computing the character of the action of St on the zero weight space, then
averaging over St. Thus denote by r/~ the action of St on the zero weight space of a / .
Then we have

dimHom(o~o, St(SP(C")))~L"= ( ~ t r a c e q ~ ( x ) ) / l ,
\ x~sz

(26)

/ /

The next few subsections discuss the details of implementing formula (26).
3.2: To compute trace rfo(x), we can use the Schur-Weyl Character Formula and
Branching Laws. To begin, let x be a cycle of length I. If ~bb, b = (b 1, b2 . . . . . bl), is a
character of A t, then conjugation by x transforms ~bb to ~b~b), where

x(b ) = (b x- ~1),b ~- 'a)..... b x- '~o)"
The action of a~(x) will send the ~b0eigenspace for At in S~ ") to the ~kx- '(b)eigenspace.
Since x acts transitively on {1,2,...,l}, the only b for which the $0 eigenspace can
be invariant under x is the b such that bi = bj for all i, j, i.e. the zero weight space.
Thus only the zero weight space can contribute to the trace of ato(x) acting on S~

27. Lemma: Let xES t be an l-cycle. Then
trace r/~(x) = trace alo(x).
To compute this we use the Weyl-Schur Formula (I-24])9 This formula expresses
trace aZo(x) as the quotient of two determinants:

det

[

~7l+t-~ "'" r

t-~7 ''+~-~

trace ~o(x) =

"'"

~7"-J

(28)

det

Here D = (ml,m 2. . . . . ml), and the ~i are the eigenvalues of x. For our/-cycle x, the
eigenvalues are just r 0 ~<j < l, where ~ = exp(2~zi/l) is a primitive I-th root of unity.
The determinant in the denominator in (28) is just the van der Mond determinant of
~..... ~,. Because of the special form of the eigenvalues of our x, we see by inspecting
the columns of the determinant in the numerator of (28) that it also is a van der
Mond determinant, of ~m, + ~- ~, ~m~+,- 2. . . . . ~m,. Combining this observation with (28)
and (27), we arrive at the following conclusion (29). For an/-cycle x in S t, we have
0

trace r/~(x) =

if (ml + 1 - 1,m 2 + 1 - 2 . . . . . m 0 is not a permutation
of ( l - l, l - 2 . . . . . 0) (modulo l),
1 if (m t + l - 1 . . . . . m~) is an even permutation
of ( 1 - l, l - 2 . . . . . 0) (modulo l),
-1
if (m l + l - 1 ..... rex) is an odd permutation
of ( l - 1 , l - 2 . . . . . 0) (modulo l).

(29)
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3.3: Formula (29) allows one to reduce the computation of trace r/~(x) to computing
k

the restriction of 0"~ to a "block diagonal" subgroup l-] GL~,,~.li = l of the sort
i=l

described in (7) and (9). For consider an element y e S v Up to conjugation in St, we
may assume each cycle of y consists of consecutive integers. Let the cycle lengths of
k
y be l~,l 2 ..... Ik. Then y belongs to I-I GLI,, and if we factor y:
i=1

Y = 1--Iyi YieGLI,

(30)

i

into its pieces belonging to the various GL~,, we see each Yi is an/i-cycle in G L , so
the argument of w3.2 applies to Yl.
Now suppose we know how 0"~ decomposes on restriction to I-~ GLt,:
i

0"lDI~Gzt,"~m(O;El,E 2 ..... Ek)(Qi 0"l~,).

(31)

Since each irreducible component @a~, of the restriction is invariant under A t (since
g

A t ~_ 1--[GLt,), the zero weight space of a]9 will be the direct sum of its intersection
with the (~)0.~,. Furthermore, we can determine whether or not this intersection is
i
non-zero or not simply by looking at the 0.~,. For if the intersection is non-zero, it
will equal the tensor product of the zero weight spaces of the 0.~.. Thus the question
simply is: do the 0.~, have zero weight spaces, and, if so, does the character of A t n GL r
acting on the zero weight space of 0"~, coincide with (deh,)P? This last question is the
same as saying: does A t n GLt, acting via 0"~, have (deh,) p as an eigencharacter? The
answer is yes precisely when IE~l = Pli. Combining this observation with formula (29)
gives the recipe
(a)

trace rl~(y) =

~

IEil=pli

m(D; E1, E2 ..... Ek) ( I~I~(Ei) ) ,

(32a)

where c-(Ei) is the number defined by the right hand side of formula (29)

(b)

e(E) =

1 according a s ( q l + m - l , q 2 + m - 2
..... qm) i s a n
- 1 even permutation, an odd permutation, or not
0 a permutation o f ( m - 1 ) , m - 2 ..... 0.

(32b)

Here E is a Young Diagram of depth m with row lengths (ql, q2 ..... qm)"
3.4: If We do not feel so confident about our ability to write down the decomposition
(31) for a general "block diagonal" subgroup 1--IGL~,, but feel reasonably good about
i

the case of two blocks GLtI x GLt2 (the Levi component of a maximal parabolic
subgroup) then we can compute t/~(y) by recursion. Suppose we know that

0.1o = ~ m(D; E 1 , E2)0.~l
Et,E2

~ ) 0"/22

(33)
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for each 11,12 with 11 + 12 = I. As in w
we can argue that the zero weight space is
~ and that
a direct sum of its intersections with the irreducible components a~, | ~r~,
this intersection is non-zero if and only if[E~l = ply Suppose y in S~ has a decomposition
Y = YlY2

(34)

YIEGLI, 9

(Here we do not specify that the y/s should be/i-cycles. They can be arbitrary elements
of St,. The only important point here is that y should stabilize the subsets ~1,2 . . . . . It I
and {l 1 + 1,11 + 2 . . . . . l} of { 1,2 ..... l}.) Reasoning similar to that of w3.3 tells us
q~(y)= ~

m(D;E1 ' E2)r/E,(Yl
,,
i~
)qE2(Y2).

(35)

IEil= pl l

Since, as noted in Remark 2.2(b), the coefficients m ( D ; E ~ , E 2 ) are LittlewoodRichardson coefficients, formula (35) reduces computation of symmetric plethysms to
the decomposition of (general) tensor products.
3.5: Here are some calculations for l = 2, 3, 4 based on the procedures outlined above.
Notation: We denote by Ck, k > 1, a permutation in Sz consisting of one cycle of
length k and l - k fixed points. A permutation with disjoint cycles of lengths k~, k~ > 1,
will be denoted by Ck,Ck~Ck~. . . . This notation is satisfactory since we are only dealing
with properties of conjugacy classes of permutations. The identity element of S~ will
just be denoted by 1.
Before beginning we note that, although formula (29) effectively summarizes the
combinatorial content of formula (28), there is also the well-known formula for the
value of the van der Mond determinant, and this formula can be more convenient
for computational purposes. Therefore we record the formula here. Recall r =
exp [ (27ri)/1].

H (r
trace r/~(ct) = 0~i <j<

~..~+,-j)

I-I (~J- 4')

O<~i<j<l

0~<i<j<l
O<~i<j<l

=

(36a)

1-I
O<<.i<j<lt~

-- ~

I

where
j-1

laij = ~ Pa,

/ti = m l - mi+ 1 + x.

(36b)

a=i

Now we consider computing the plethysms SI(SP(C")) for 1 = 2, 3, 4.
1 = 2: Consider a depth 2 Young Diagram D = (bl, b2). In order for tr~ to occur in
S2(SP(C")) we need [Dt = bl + b2 = 2p. We assume this holds. Then the dimension of
the zero weight space, and all non-trivial A 2 eigenspaces, of tr2 is well-known to be 1.
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Thus we have
tracer/~(1)= 1

D=(bl,b2) ,

b I +b 2 =2p.

(37)

The only non-identity element of S 2 is c 2. F r o m formula (36) we can c o m p u t e
trace r/2(c2) = ( - 1)b2 = ( - 1)b'.

(38)

Thus formula (26) specializes to
1 +(--1)

dim H o m (a~, S2(SP(C"))) =

D = (bl, b2),

b2

(39a)

b 1 + b 2 = 2p

or

dim Horn ( ~ , S2(SP(C"))) =

{10 if
if

b2iseven
is odd.

b2

(39b)

I = 3: Consider a depth 3 Young D i a g r a m D = (b~,b2,b3), a l / > a 2/> a 3 >1 0. We
assume b~ + b 2 + b 3 = 3p, so that tr~ has some possibility of occurring in S3(SP(Cn)).
There are 3 conjugacy classes in $3, viz. I, c2, and c 3. The right hand side of formula
(26) takes the form
trace q3(1)
6

+

trace r/3(c2)
2

{

trace r/3(c3)

(40)

3

Set
fll = bx - b2 + l

b2 - b3 + 1.

f12 =

(41)

Since b~ + b 2 + b 3 = 3p, we see that
fll - - f12 = h i - -

2b2 + b3 = 3(p - b2) - 0

(mod 3).

Hence (b I + 2, b 2 + 1, b3) = (ill + f12 + b3, f12 + b3, b3) is a p e r m u t a t i o n of(2, 1, 0) m o d 3
if and only if fll or f12 is not divisible by 3. M o r e precisely, it is an even p e r m u t a t i o n
if fl~ - 1 m o d 3, and is an odd p e r m u t a t i o n if fli - 2 rood 3. Thus we can say
0
1

traceq~(c3)=
-1

if
if
if

coat _ co-~,
0)--0)

2

fll--O
fll = 1
fll - = - 1

mod3,
mod3,
rood3.

(42)

cot~l _ c o - P l
2
N/~i
-- X/~ I m COP'

where co = exp [(2ni)/3].
The elements 1 and c2 can be taken to belong to GL2 x GLx ~ GL3. Hence in
dealing with them we can use the reduction formula (35). By the standard Branching
Rule [25] we have
...
2
~ [ GL 2 x GL 1 --EO'(dl,d2)
X cr]3,

(43a)
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where (d 1, d2, d3) satisfy
b I >/d 1 ~> b 2 >~ d 2/> b 3

d 1 -t- d 2 + d 3 = 3p.

(43b)

The only s u m m a n d s of (43a) which are relevant for our own c o m p u t a t i o n are those
for which d3 = p. Thus we have
trace q3(l) =

~

trace qza,.a2~(l)

dl + d 2 = 2 p

=

Z

1.

(44)

dl + d 2 = 2 p

If b / > i p , then b I >>-dI >~b2 implies d2 = 2 p - d I ~<b 2, b 3 = 3 p - b 1 - b z = ( 2 p - b 1 ) +
(p - b2) ~< d2. T h a t is, b3 ~< d2 <<.b2 automatically. Hence there are bl - b2 + 1 = fll
terms in the sum (44). Similar reasoning in the case b 2 <<.p shows that
trace r/3 = min

(ill' f12)"

(45)

Here fll is as defined in (41)
Similarly, using (38) we have
trace r/3(c2) =

~

trace r/(2,,a2)(c2) =

dl +d2 = 2 p

=

~

( - 1)a2

~
dl + d 2 = 2 p

( - 1)dl.

(46)

dl+d2=2p

F r o m the discussion just above, we know that either dl ranges between b a and b 2,
or d 2 ranges between b2 and b3, according as b 2 / > p or b 2 ~<p. Performing the
s u m m a t i o n according to cases we find
trace q3(c2) = ( - 1)b2(l - ( - l)mint#a'Oz))
2

(47)

Plugging (47), (45) and (42) into (40) gives

(a)

dim Horn (try, $3(C")) GL" = g + ( - 1)b2(1 -

where D -

(bl.b2,b3), and

(b)

fl = min(fll, f12)

+

I m to #

(48a)

(48b)

with fli as in (41). It is routine to check that this formula agrees with statements (4.7),
(4.10) of [1].
The case 1 = 4 is considerably more involved than the l = 2, 3 situation, and the
calculations do get s o m e w h a t tedious. Here we will outline what is involved in the
c o m p u t a t i o n s and list our answers. The details are available from the a u t h o r on
request. The a u t h o r does hope someone will check the calculations, because he does
not have a great deal of faith in his ability to carry through the details in a fault-free
manner. He hopes however that the answers are qualitatively correct as stated.
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There are 5 conjugacy classes in S 4, specified by elements c,, c2c 2, c3,c z and 1.
The specialization of the right hand side of formula (26) to the case ! = 4 is
traceq4(1)
- -

24

traceq4(c2)

-f

4

traceq4(c3)

r

3

+

traceq4(CzC2)
8

r

traceq4(c4)
4

(49)

Here D is a partition of depth 4, and of size 4p.

D=(bl,b2,b3,b4)

bl ~b2>~b3>~b4

~bi=4p.

(50)

The class c 4 is handled by formula (29); we restate this.
1 according as (al + 3,a2 + 2,a3 + 1,a,) (mod 4)
-- 1 are an even permutation, and odd permutation,
0 or not a permutation of (3, 2, l, 0) (mod 4).
(51)

trace r/4(c4) = E(D) =

The class c2c2 can be handled by the methods of w
or w
which coincide in
this case, but here we will use a different technique which is less systematic but which
can be more efficient in some situations because it allows quicker handling of the
several subcases which occur.
We appeal directly to the Character Formula (28), but instead of computing simply
t r a c e 0"4(C2C2), we compute t r a c e ~74D(C2C2
a) where a is a general element of A 4. This
will be a polynomial in the coefficients a~,a2,a 3, a, of a, and the coefficient of
(ala2a3a,) p will be trace q~(c2c2).
Consider an element

(a)

[

c2c2a ----"

0o

0

al
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

a3

(52a)

4 "
0

This will have eigenvalues _+(ala2) 1/2, +__(a3a4) 1/2. Set
(b)

7 = (ala2) 1/2

0 = (a3a4) 1/2.

(52b)

Then the numerator of (28) for x = c2c2a and D from (50) is

761+3

]~b2+2

7b3+1

,yb,

(5bl + 3

(5b2+2

3b3+1

364

I

(_~,)b,+3 (_~,:2+2 (_7)b~+1 (_~)~,

1

(53)
"

(_~)b,+3 (_~)b,+2 (_~?~+~ (_~)b,_.[

By inspection, we see that if any 3 of the exponents b 1 + 3, b 2 + 2, 63 + 1, b4 have the
same parity, then (53) vanishes identically. Hence two exponents must be even and
two must be odd. Let r~,r 2 be the even exponents, with r 1 > r 2, and let q~,q2 be the
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even exponents with qx >'q2. We calculate

l~",[-~'~ 7~
~'~

-?q'
~q'

-Yq~
?q~ I = 4 d e t

[_,~'~

- 6 q'

- 6 q~

6 "~

,,

= - 4 det

i

I 7"
0
6"

j,2
0

0
~,q~ 3,05

0

6~'

~"~
0 ~q~]
0
0 )'~'
,~'~

0

0

6 q~]

The denominator of (28) for x = c2c2a can be calculated to be 47fi(72 -- 62) 2, Thus
the value of (28) is
(a)

trace tr4(c2c2 a) = + (Tc~)r2 + q2-

1

(•
\j=o

72(r -

j)(~2j

~2(q -

/\k=o

)/'

k)(~2k

(54a)

where
(b)

r = (r 1 - r 2 - 2)/2, q = (ql - q2 - 2)/2

(c)

The _ sign is - s g n ( s ) where s is the permutation that takes
(b I q--3, b 2 + 2, b 3 q- 1, b4) to (rl,r2,ql,q2).

(54b)

(54c)

To compute trace ~1~(c2c2) we look for the coefficient of ( 7 6 ) " § +q~ +q~)/2~-3. This
is + the coefficient of (~,6)'+q in the product

j=o

/\k=o

Note that r + q = 2p - ( r 2 + q2 -- 1) is even, so that (76) "§ does occur in the expansion
of this product. And indeed, we can see fairly easily that it appears with the coefficient
min(r + 1,q + 1). Thus we arrive at the following description of trace q~(c2c2).
(a)

(b)

trace r/~(~:2c2) = 0 unless two of the numbers
(bl + 3, b2 + 2, b 3 + 1, b,,) are even, and two are odd.

(55a)

If the non-vanishing criterion of (a) is satisfied, let
r~, r 2 denote the even pair, with r 1 > r2, and let
ql > q2. Let s be the permutation

(55b)

(b 1 + 3, b2 + 2, b3 + 1,b4)-Z*(ql,rl,q2,rz).
Then
trace ~l~(czc2) = sgn (s)(min (rl - r2, qa - q2))/2-

i55c)
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The classes c a, c2, and 1 all m a y be considered to be elements of GL a x GL1 ~- GL4,
so they m a y be treated via the m e t h o d of w 3.4, using the formulas for l = 3 and the
Branching Rule
(a)

3
tr~lGL 3 x GL1 = ~tr~e,.d~,e3)|
~4,

(56a)

di

where the dl satisfy
(b)

b~ >>.dl >~b2>~d2>~b3>>.da>~b4 ~ d i = ~ b , = 4 p .

(56b)

Hence the bl define D - - s e e definition (50). We have seen that only the s u m m a n d s
such that
(c)

dl

3p

-I- d 2 -F d 3 =

d4 = P

(56c)

contribute to trace r/~. Thus to c o m p u t e trace r/~(x) for x = 1, c2 and c a, we just plug
quantities (45), (47), or (42) into (35), and sum over the a p p r o p r i a t e (d~, d 2 , d 3 ) .
In evaluating the sum, we must distinguish several cases.
(a)

Case I:

b 3 >~ p.

fl = min (d 1 -

This implies

d2, d 2 -

d3) +

d E/>

1 = d1-

p,

d 2 d-

so that
1

Further, if bl >1dl >~b2 >1d2 >~b3, then b 4 = 4p - bl - - b 2 - ba ~< 3p - dl
3p - b E - ba ~< P ~< b 3 . Hence d 3 is automatically in the correct range.
(b)

Case II:

b2

(57a)

~< p. With reasoning similar to Case 1, we find

-

dE =

da ~<

(57b)

fl=d2-d3 + l
and if b 2 ~ d E ~ b 3 >1d 3 >1b4, then bl >/dl >i b 2 automatically.
(c)

Case III:
fl = d 1 -

b 3 ~< p ~< b 2.

In this case we can have

l

if

d2

~> p

iff

d t + da ~< 2p

fl = dE - d3 + l

if

d2 <~p

iff

dl + da >~2p.

d 2 q--

(57c)

or

In this case we use dl and d 3 to parametrize the relevant Y o u n g D i a g r a m s (d 1, d2, d3)
satisfying (56b, c). The pair (d~, d3) must satisfy

b2 <~dl <~bl
3p --

b2

b4 ~ da ~ b3

~ dl + d3 ~ 3p - ba.

It appears initially in Case III that there are 12 subcases that need to be considered.
However, some' h a p p y cancellations reduce the final results to two only situations,
according as bx - - b 2 ~< ba - b4 or b 1 - - b 2 t> b 3 - b4.
T o c o m p u t e trace ~/~(1) we must sum, over the ranges indicated above:
(a)

In Case I:

~ dl - dE + 1.
dl,d2

(58a)
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(b)

In Case II:

y'

d2 - d3 +

1,

(58b)

d2,d3

(c)

In Case III:

~

(2d I + d 3 -

3p + 1) +

d 1+d3 ~<2p

To compute
(a)

trace

~

( 3 p - da - 2d 3 + 1).

(58c)

d I +d3 > 2p

q4(C2) we must sum, over the ranges indicated above:

In Case I:

~ ( ( - 1)al + ( - 1)a2)/2.

(59a)

dx,d2

(b)

In Case II:

~ ( ( - 1)n2 + ( - 1)a3)/2.

(59b)

d2,d3

(c)

In Case III:

~

( ( - 1 ) d' +(-1)p+a'+a~)/2

(59c)

dl +d3 <<.2p

+

E

(( - 1)a3 + ( - 1)p+d' +a3)/2"

dl+d3>2p

To compute trace q~(c2), we must sum, over the ranges indicated above:
(a)

-- 2 r-

In Case I:

~ -~/3Im~o

dt

-a2+l

(60a)

2 x / ~ I m ~On2-d3+ 1

(60b)

dl,d2 3

(b)

In Case II:

d2,d3 3

(c)

In Case III:

b~d ~N/3Imco--(dl--d3+X).
d, 3

(60c)

We record the results of these calculations.
Notation: Set fl~ = b 1 - b2 + 1, f12 = b2 -

b3 +

1 and

//3

"----b 3 - b 4 + 1

(61)

Then trace q~(1) ( = dimension of the zero-weight space) is equal to:
(a)

In Case I:

fllflz(fll + f12)/2,

(62a)

(b)

In Case II:

flzf13(f12+ f13)/2,

(62b)

(c)

In Case III:

//1//2//3 +

_~(2 -- (ill -- f13))(2 + fll -- f13)

fllfl2fl3 t--~(2--(f11--f13))(2+fll--f13)
2

if fll > f13
if fll<fl3" (62c)

For the next set of formulas we use the notation
(a)

a(x) = sin 2 (rex/2).

(63a)

Note a(2k) = 0 if k is an integer, and a(2k + 1) = 1. For integers n, we can also write
(b)

a(n)

1-(-

2

1)"

, n~7s

(63b)
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trace r/~(c2) is equal to:
( - 1)b~

(a)

In Case I:

----f--(tr(31)32 -~- O'(fl2)fll).

(64a)

(b)

In Case II:

( - 1)b~
--f--(o(fl3)fl 2 "F a(fl2)fl3 ).

(64b)

(c)

In Case III:
( _ 1)P+b, +b,

2

_ 1)b, (r

4
1)b~(tY(fll)(flt + f13) -- 20"(fll + flZ)fll)

( _ 1)P+b~ +b~

2

+ f13) -- 2a(f12 + f13)f13)

a(fl~)a(fl3)+ (
a(fll)a(fl3)+ ( -

4

if fll >/fl3

if fll ~</33'
(64c)

Finally we have trace q~(c 3) is equal to:
if fll,fl2-2(mod3)
otherwise.
(65a)

(a)

In Case I:

Im(1-coP~)(1-J2)=

-

(b)

In case II:

Im(1-J~)(1-o9

-1
0

if f12,f13- 1 (mod 3)
if f12,f13 "-- 2 (rood 3)
otherwise.
(65b)

(c)

In Case III:

- ~o-a3)).

(65c)

p3)=

Im (to-P2(t - J ' ) ( l

3.6: Remarks:
(a) The method ofw 3.1 for computing SloS p may seem unduly cumbersome: it requires
one to compute a number for every partition of I. If one is interested in a particular
l, p and D, there m a y well be a simpler route to the answer. However, the radically
different behaviour of the various terms in the sum (26), as seen in the examples of
l = 2, 3, 4, leads one to surmise that (26) is a fairly efficient decomposition of the
multiplicity function dim Hom(o~o, Sl(SP(C"))) into reasonably computable pieces.
This of course is what Fourier Analysis aspires to.
(b) If one does the hard work to compute S ~oSp by formula (26), then as a dividend,
one gets, more or less at no extra cost, all other plethysms S Do S p, with ]DI = l, simply
by averaging the terms trace r/~(x) over the other characters of St.
(c) The reasonably clean form of the individual terms in the expansion (49), especially
the neatness of the cancellations which lead to compact answers in Case III for trace
r/~(x), x = 1, c2, ca, give one hope that these calculations could be carried further, to
l = 5 at least, and perhaps beyond.
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(d) One expects from the discussion of w3,2-3.4 that when D is large in a suitable
sense, the main contribution to the sum in (26) will come from the identity element.
In other words, asymptotically as p, D ~ ~ in a suitable sense, the multiplicity of a~
in Sz(SP(C")) is approximately
dim Vo/l.,
o v
where V~ denotes the dimension of the zero weight space in a~. This number, in turn,
has an asymptotic approximation in terms of symplectic geometry [6]. It might be
interesting to make these asymptotic relations explicit.
The dominance of the term trace t/~(1)//! is clear in our examples. In formula (48),
the contributions the terms for c2 and e 3 is less than 1 - - i n fact, at most 7/12. Of the
terms in (49), the identity term is a cubic polynomial in the entries of D, the terms
for c 2 and c2c2 are linear polynomials, and the terms for c 3 and c4 are bounded
independent of D.
(e) In connection with remark (d), we can observe that there are D for which only
the identity term of (26) gives a non-zero contribution. Indeed, let D = (b 1, b2 . . . . . b~),
and suppose that the numbers bl + 1 - i are all congruent modulo l! If I is odd, it is
possible to require the bi to satisfy this and still have ~ b i =-0 mod l. Choose xES~,
and suppose x contains an r-cycle for some r > 1. Then any element of the form xa,
a~A~, will have a collection of r eigenvalues of the form exp [(2~i)j/r]2, for 0 ~<j < r,
and some 2~C. From this and the character formula (28), we can see trace r
= O.
(The rows corresponding to these r eigenvalues in the matrix in the denominator of
(28) will all be multiples of each other.) Hence for such D, only the identity element
of S~ can contribute to formula (26).
(f) The paper [1] discusses algorithms for plethysm. It is couched in rather different
terms from this paper. Its language is heavily combinatorial (D-compatible tableaux,
circle diagram, p-slinky, etc.). The translation of that paper into representation theory
does not seem straightforward. However, the structure of the explicit calculations in
[1], w for the cases / = 2 , 3 are completely parallel to the computations in w
for l = 2, 3. Thus it seems possible that formula (26) is essentially equivalent to the
algorithm used in [ 1]. If so, then this paper could be viewed as providing a geometrical
interpretation of that algorithm.
4. lnvariants
As was mentioned in w2.5, the computation of SI(SP(C") amounts in classical terms
to the description of covariants of an n-ary p-ic. In this connection, special interest
attaches to the (relative) invariants, i.e. the occurrence of (det,) k in S~(SP(C")). In this
section we will make a few observations bearing on the invariants.
4.1: Let Al, k denote the Young Diagram consisting of I rows of length k.

,a,

AI, k = I

{

(66a)
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Consider the representations
(b)

tra,,~
" - at"• k"

(66b)

The representation try'• ~ is the l-th fundamental representation of GL,, realized by
the natural action on At(C"), the l-th exterior power of C". In particular
a: • ~= det.

(67)

is the determinant character of GL,,. The representation a~• k is the k-th Cartan
power of try'• ~. In particular a,"• k = (det,) k.
The only irreducible representations of GL,, which contain fixed vectors for SL,
are the powers of det,. Thus we can see from the decomposition (2) that the space
of SL,-fixed vectors in S(C"| C t) has a decomposition
sL" --- ~ (detn)kQal.• k

S(C"|

(68)

k_>_0

as (GL. x GLt)-module. Since det. is a one-dimensional representation, the homogeneous summands of the sum (68) are irreducible as GLrmodules. It follows that
the algebra S(C"|
sL" is generated by its lowest-positive-degree subspace,
det. @ at.• ~. By the Weyl Dimension Formula

(l + k - a)! (n - a)!

(a)

I'I

-n

a)
= _I~l( n + ~ k ~ .

(69a)

As k ~ 0% this is asymptotic to
(b)

(a~=x(n--a)'~ k"'t-n'

(n(l- n))!

~S~. ] ~ "

(69b)

This is the coordinate ring of the Grassmann variety of n-planes in/-space, a projective
variety of dimension n(I - n). These observations throw some geometric light on the
remarks following Theorem 7.6, page 207 in [24].
4.2: Let deh denote also the restriction of the determinant character of GL~ to the
maximal torus At, and let Kt be the extension of deh to St |
discussed in w
(see formula (20)). We have seen in w2.5 that
Sz(SP(C")) ~- S(C" | U) ~')p,

(70)

where $(C"|
~z'w denotes the (xt)P-isotypic component for the action of StOAt
on S(C'| CI). Further, the isomorphism (70) is an isomorphism of GL,-modules. It
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follows that
~, St(SP(C") sr ~- ~, detk|215

),

(71)

k=0

p>~0

where pl = nk. In particular we have an algebra structure on ~ St(SP(C")) sz..
p~>0

The (;fi)~-isotypic component ~tat.•
weight space
rr t

~az,(detz)P __ t

~n x kl

l

of a,•

is of course contained in the zero

~A1

- - ~.O'n x k !

of fixed vectors for At~ = A ~ n S L . (see w
The sum of the zero weight spaces is
again an algebra, the algebra of joint invariants for S L . and for A]. Using Corollary
(13), we have
S(C" | CZ)sL"• At ~-- ~ (det.)k | ta,•t ,at -,,~ ~
k>.O

Tt(SP(C")) sL"

(72)

pt=nk

This algebra allows an action of St, and the algebra (71) is the subalgebra of St
invariants in (72).
In the case n = 2, the algebra (72) is much easier to describe than (71). In particular,
one can show that when n = 2 algebra (72) is generated by its elements of at least
positive degree ([15-1; see also [17-1, I-7]). It would be interesting to know if this holds
for larger n.
When n = 2, one can also give an explicit formula for the dimension of (trl, ~ k)At.
For general n one has Kostant's formula [12-1, but this does not immediately give
one the control one might like to have on these dimensions. For example, since the
algebra (72) defines a projective variety of dimension n(l - n) - (l - 1) we know that
asymptotically as p ~ , subject to pl = nk,
p n ( I - n) - I + 1

dim

T t ( S P ( C n ) ) sL" "~

~ (n(l -- n) -- l + 1)!

(73)

for an appropriate constant ~,. It would be nice to evaluate 7- One would then know,
by the asymptotic philosophy of Remark (d) in w3.6, or more precisely by [11], that
p n t l - n) - t + 1

dim (SI(SP(C") )sL") ~-

/.v9 ( n ( i ~ 3 - 1 + -

1)!

(74)

since ISzl = l!. This method is used in [7-1 to derive Hilbert's asymptotic estimate for
the number of invariants of degree p for a binary form.
4.3: Using (71) and some elementary duality considerations we can draw some
conclusions about invariants of low degree
PROPOSITION:

(a)

S'(SP(C")) sL" = {0}

(b)

sn(sP(cn))SLn=

{0C

/f l < n.

(75a)

if
if

(75b)

pisodd
p is even
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Proof. Statement (a) is obvious since the Young Diagram An, k corresponding to (det~)k
cannot occur in decomposition (2) if l < n. F o r statement (b), we note if l -- n, then
(~tn x k ~" (dett) k. The character Xt of St | At has the form
Zl -~ sgn | deh,

(76)

where de h denotes the restriction to S~ | A~ of the determinant character of GL t, and
sgn is the signum character of St, extended to St | At by the quotient map
1~At~S

t x At--.St--. 1.

Hence (dett) k restricted to S t x A t agrees with (Xt)k precisely when k is even. Conclusion
(b) follows.
We can draw some conclusions for l > n by the following simple contragredience
relations for the representations at,• . We have
(trt, • k)* "~ trot n~• | (deh)- k,

(77)

where 9 denotes contragredient. Since St | At is acting reductively we have,
(a)

((trt~• k)~x'~P)* "" ((al, • k)*)~x'~-p -----(all-n~• k | (deh)- k)~x,~-P
(rr I
~(l-n)xk!

~(Z,)- P(det,) k

(78a)

For the first space in (78a) to be non-zero, we need
(b)

pl = kn

(78b)

Assuming this holds, we see that if k is even
(Zt)- P(dett) k = Z~,
where
(c)

- p + k = q,

whence

ql = (I - n)k.

(78c)

We conclude from (71) and (77):

PROPOSITION:

I f k is even, p + q = k, and pl = nk, ql = (l - n)k, or qn = p(I - n), there is a natural
duality between the spaces
Sz(SP(C~)) sL"

and

St(Sq(Ct-~)) sL~-~.

(79)

In particular, these spaces have the same dimension.
Take l = n + 1. The zero weight space of trt•
k~+l~Sk(C~+l)_ is non-trivial if and
only if k = a(n + 1) for some integer a; when it is non-zero, it has dimension 1. and
defines an invariant for S~+1. Applying the above proposition and (78a) we conclude
{~
dimSn+~(SP(C~))SL"=

unless p = n q w i t h ( n + l ) q e v e n
if p = n q , with ( n + 1)q even.

(80)
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T a k e l = n + 2. We can conclude
dim S" + 2(SP(C"))sL"
(81)

dimSn+2(s2k/ln+2)(C2))

if

ke2Zn

7/.

4.4: Finally, we observe that I-7], T h e o r e m 5.8 generalizes from binary invariants to
n-ary invariants. Consider the graded algebra
(a)

J , . p = S(SP(C"))s~~ ~_ ~" S'(S~(C")) sL~ = ~. l~.p
1/>0

(82a)

1>/0

of invariants of the n-ary p-ic. Let
(b)

J +n,p =

'
E In,p
l>>-i

(82b)

be the ideal of elements of J , , p without constant term. Then the graded quotient
(c)

J.,v/(d.,v)
+
+

~

~_ ~ I.,p/((J.,.)
'
+ ~ n I..p)
'

(82c)

is called the space of fundamental generators for J . , p . O n e observes that any set
Y= {Yi} of generators for J , , p as algebra must satisfy I YI >/dim (J~p/(J~p)2). Since
(j+)2nlt.,.=

Z

. b
l..fl.,p

a+b=l
a,b<l

we see that
dim (I~,p)/((JLp) 2 n l~,p) ~>dim I~,p -

~
a+b=!
a,b<!

dim I:,p dim / nb, p

9

F r o m the a s y m p t o t i c formula (74) for Sz(SP(C")), we see that as p ~ ~ , the value of
the sum over a, b is negligible in c o m p a r i s o n with dim I~.p. Thus we arrive at the
following conclusion.

Theorem. For fixed n and l>~ n, as p ~ ~ subject to pl = nk for some ke7/, the ratio
of the dimension of the fundamental invariants in l~,p to dim I~.n approaches 1.
Thus loosely speaking, as p ~ ~ , almost all low degree invariants of the n-ary p-ic
are fundamental invariants.
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